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REMA TIP TOP Automotive

NEW and BETTER - New UP Patch Series for 2013 

Sales arguments: 
- Enlarged palette of UP3 to UP12 
- Improved materials 
- Can be fitted immediately without a wait time for vulcanization 
- No specific directions for application 
- Universal for bias- and radial tires in the tread area 

Technical changes: 
- All dimensions in square shape 
- Optimized bonding layer for immediate use 
- Improved material allows smaller dimensions 
- UP12 with light reinforcement against bulging 

Reference numbers and dimensions: 

5126707 and 5126714 UP3 packed in 100 or 500 pieces Ø 27mm 
5126769 and 5126776 UP4.5 packed in   92 or 300 pieces Ø 37mm 
5126721 and 5126738 UP6  packed in   50 or 200 pieces Ø 47mm 
5126745 and 5126752 UP8 packed in   50 or 150 pieces Ø 55mm 
5126790 and 5126791 UP10 packed in   ?? or ??? pieces Ø 63mm 
5126800 and 5126801 UP12 packed in   ?? or ??? pieces Ø 65mm 

Also covers the application chart for the former small PN patches PN01 and PN02. 

More information will follow soon. 

If you have further questions, please contact Detlef.Witt@tiptop.de

www.vilparts.by
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REMA TIP TOP Automotive

New RAD 500 Aramid patches for agricultural and forestry tires 

This product has been extensively tested in the 
forests of Finland and on farms during the 
harvest season in Bavaria near
REMA TIP TOP’s Head Office.
The entire testing period has taken just over two 
years. We are now able to present a top of the 
range product, specifically made for modern 
high tech agricultural and forestry tires.

This new RAD 500 Aramid patches series for agricultural and forestry tires has the 
following features: 

! Easier application especially in the tire sidewall due to increased flexibility 

! One-ply-only construction 

! Cord end protection with a special reinforcement 

! The patch adapts perfectly due to its incredible flexibility, even on the irregular surface 

on the inside of the tire 

! Optimized weight, therefore less influence on the tire’s balance, with a better rolling 

behavior

! Better dynamic behavior, avoiding tensions between tire and patch 

! Less heat generation 

! Only five RAD patch sizes cover the whole range of agricultural and forestry tires 

Patch dimensions and product code:
RAD 581 TL 208x168mm 512 5810
RAD 583 TL 258x203mm 512 5830
RAD 585 TL 363x233mm 512 5850
RAD 587 TL 458x288mm 512 5870
RAD 589 TL 603x343mm 512 5890

Note:
You will find a current tire repair chart in each box ordered.

If you have further questions, please don’t hesitate to contact 

www.vilparts.by

: Email: ooovilparts@gmail.com
Nezalezhnasti Ave, 177-3-22, Minsk, 220114, Belarus
Reception room: tel. (375 17) 393 50 04, 
fax (375 17) 393 50 05, 393 50 06
Mobile phone: MTS (375 29) 777 37 37, 777 99 79 Velcom (375 29) 117 37 37, 193 50 05




